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Abstract
This work deals with a free boundary identiﬁcation problem in a steady viscoplastic ﬂow. We provide a novel identiﬁcation model
based on a non-linear optimization. The ﬂuid motion is governed by the incompressible Norton–Hoff model coupled with the heat
equation. The viscosity of the ﬂuid is modeled by the non-linear Arrhenius law. Our point of view is to treat the problem as a shape
sensitivity of a cost functional formulated on the free boundary and governed by the normal component of the velocity of the ﬂow.
We analyze the mathematical statement of the forward problem. The equations related to the free boundary are simpliﬁed. Various
properties of this optimization are proved. Since the state of Norton–Hoff model is not regular enough we introduce a parameter
penalization. The shape gradient of the considered cost functional is given in the strong sense up to the parameter of penalization.
We supply the expression of the shape gradient in a weak sense.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and motivation
We are interested in the inverse problem of a free boundary identiﬁcation in a steady ﬂow of a viscoplastic ﬂuid. The
ﬂuid motion is governed by the incompressible Norton–Hoff model coupled with the heat equation (see, [6,10,19]).
The viscosity of the ﬂuid is modeled by the Arrhenius law (see [19]). The problem of identiﬁcation of free boundaries
in viscoplastic ﬂows with the thermal effects has never been studied, at least from a theoretical point of view. In this
work we propose a new method based on shape analysis in order to solve the identiﬁcation problem. This techniques
return within the framework of identiﬁcation by inverse analysis. Some trials to concrete restrictions of this theory can
be founded in [2,3,14].
Many authors are interested in the Norton–Hoff law. It was introduced in [16] in order to describe the unidimensional
creep of steel at high temperature and extended in [15] to the multidimensional solicitations. Friaa [6] has generalized
the Norton–Hoff law in plasticity and viscoplasticity. Temam [18] has proved that the Prandtl-Reuss law of plasticity
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Fig. 1. Viscoplastic ﬂuid.
is derived from the Norton–Hoff law when the exponent of the material tends to one, and Zolésio [12] has studied
a free boundary problem for two non-Newtonian ﬂuids. The existence of a solution to the Norton–Hoff model has
been treated in [9,11,13] without taking into account the thermal effects induced by Joule’s law. The natural coupling
between the Norton–Hoff law and the thermal effect is studied from a theoretical view point in [8].
Let  be a three-dimensional bounded domain, locally on one side of its C2-boundary . The domain is occupied
by a viscoplastic ﬂuid. The boundary is split in three kinds. First, the Dirichlet boundary d on which the velocity being
given and equal to ud and where a heat ﬂux qi related to the Robin condition is imposed, which allows to limit the total
amount of (heat released by) plastic deformation and ﬁxes the temperature of the material coming into the domain.
Therefore, the impose heat ﬂux is of primal importance. Second, the out ﬂow boundary s on which the velocity too
is equal to ud and the rate of heat is adiabatic (the heat ﬂux is equal to zero), this condition constrains the plastic
deformation to occur far away from it. The last Dirichlet condition is provided by making a stopper (a mechanism
which checks the ﬂow of the ﬂuid). Finally, the free boundary endowed by the classical free boundary conditions on
which the normal component of the velocity ﬁeld and of the stress one are equal to zero with an adiabatic rate which
implies that the heat exchanges between the ﬂuid and its environment are negligible. The domain is supposed to be
symmetrical (Fig. 1).
The free boundary problem consists of searching for a velocity ﬁeld u, a temperature function  and the geometry
of a boundary L satisfying the hereafter system:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
= K()|ε(u)|p−2ε(u) + PI in ,
−∇ · = f in ,
∇ · u = 0 in ,
K() = =Kc exp
(

+ 0
)
in ,
−∇ · (∇) = K()|ε(u)| in ,
(1)
where K and Kc are the viscosity and the consistency of the material,  is the Cauchy stress tensor, ε(u) = 12 ((∇u) +
(∇u)∗) is the linearized strain velocity tensor, p is the exponent of the material; 1 <p< 2: it is the sensibility coefﬁcient
of the material to the strain velocity tensor, P is the hydrostatic pressure, I is the identity tensor, f is the density of the
gravitation acting on the ﬂuid,  is the thermodependence coefﬁcient, 0 is a strictly non-negative function,  is the
diffusion coefﬁcient and K()|ε(u)| is compatible to the dissipated mechanical power coming from the Joule effect.
The boundary conditions are
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
u = ud on d ∪ s ,
n · ∇= 0 on L ∪ s ,
+ n · ∇= −qi on d ,
 · n = 0 on L,
(2)
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where −qi is a heat ﬂux,  is the Robin coefﬁcient,  and n are the unit outward tangential and normal vectors on ,
respectively. We prescribe the classical conditions on the free boundary{
u · n = 0 on L,
( · n) · n = 0 on L. (3)
The paper is organized as follows, in Section 2 we study the full system of equations modeling the free boundary
problem. The existence result to the heat equation is proved via the Lax–Milgram theorem. We provide a positivity
result to the heat solution. Moreover, we supply an existence result to the non-homogeneous Norton–Hoff problem
through a variational method via a regularity result linked to the scale factor. In Section 3, the free boundary equations
and the corresponding inverse problem are stated. The cost functional and its penalized one governed by the state are
introduced. The convergence with respect to the penalization parameter is established. In Section 4, some crucial tools
in order to study the shape sensitivity of the considered cost functional are provided, notably the velocity method and
the Eulerian derivative of a class of shape functionals formulated in inﬁmum. Section 5 is devoted to establishing the
shape gradient of the penalized functional. Further, we supply in a weak sense the shape gradient of the initial cost
functional.
2. Study of the Norton–Hoff heat problem
In this section, we assume that the free boundary is known. We provide the well-posedness result of the heat equations.
2.1. Heat equation
We introduce the following set:
H
1/2
00 (d) = {	 ∈ H 1/2();	= 0 a.e. on \d}.
Then, the set of admissible heat ﬂuxes qi is the topological dual space of H 1/200 (d) denoted by H
−1/2
00 (d).
Theorem 2.1. Let g be a non-negative data in Lp() and qi in H−1/200 (d). The following system:{−∇ · (∇) = g in ,
n · ∇= 0 on L ∪ s ,
+ n · ∇= −qi on d
(4)
has a unique solution in H 1().
Proof. The variational formulation of such equations is given, for any 
 and 	 in H 1, by
a(
,	) = l(	),
where a is a bilinear, continuous and coercive form in the space H 1. Its expression is given by
a(
,	) =
∫

∇
∇	+
∫
d

	.
The expression of the linear and continuous form l is given by
l(	) =
∫

g	−
∫
d
qi	.
Hence the Lax–Milgram theorem supplies the well posedness of the system 4 (see [4]). 
Lemma 2.1. The solution of the heat system (4) is non-negative
(x)0, a.e. in .
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Proof. Since the heat system (4) is variational then the solution minimizes the associated energy. Which means that
= arg min
	
(
1
2
∫

|∇	|2 + 
∫
d
	2 −
∫

g	+
∫
d
qi	
)
,
since −qi and g are non-negative then we get for all 	 in H 1()
1
2
∫

|∇	|2 + 
∫
d
	2 −
∫

g	+
∫
d
qi	
1
2
∫

|∇|	||2 + 
∫
d
|	|2 −
∫

g|	| +
∫
d
qi |	|,
hence we check
 ||, a.e.
which achieves the proof. 
In the sequel, we deal with the non-homogeneous Norton–Hoff problem. We prove an existence result via a variational
study through an established regularity result related to the scale factor.
2.2. Non-homogeneous Norton–Hoff problem
We consider the system of equations satisﬁed by the velocity u:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
K|ε(u)|p−2ε(u) + PI =  in ,
−∇ · = f in ,
∇ · u = 0 in ,
u = ud on d ∪ s ,
( · n) · = 0 on .
(5)
2.2.1. Functional setting
Let us introduce the functional framework,
Wdiv =Wdiv() = {v ∈ W 1,p(); div(v) = 0},
whereWdiv is endowed by its natural norm.
Further we deﬁne
C= C() = {v ∈Wdiv; v = ud on d ∪ s},
C is a closed convex subset of the Banach-spaceWdiv, (see [11]).
2.2.2. Regularity of the Arrhenius law
Theorem 2.2. Let K = Kc exp(/(0 + )) be the scale factor associated to the Norton–Hoff law, where Kc is the
consistency of the material,  is the solution of the heat equation and 0 is a strictly non-negative function. Then
K belongs to L∞().
Proof. It is enough to state that the consistency Kc and the heat solution  are non-negatives, and since the function
0 is strictly non-negative we deduce the proof. 
2.2.3. Existence result
Theorem 2.3. The non-homogeneous Norton–Hoff problem (5) has a unique solution in the convex subset C.
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Proof. Let us introduce the following mapping: for any f given in the topological dual space Lp′(), p′ is the conjugate
of p. We denote
 : C → R,
v →
∫

K
p
|ε(v)|p − f v. (6)
The functional  is convex, lower semi-continuous (l.s.c), coercive and Gateaux differentiable in the setC. Its Gateaux
derivative at u in direction v is given by
′(u; v) =
∫

K|ε(u)|p−2ε(u) : ε(v) − f v,
where, since the exponent p lies in ]1, 2[, the expression |ε(u)|p−2ε(u) : ε(v) has to be understood as continuously
extended with zero at any point x with |ε(u)|(x) = 0.
It remains to prove that  is coercive. Let un be a sequence in C such that ‖un‖Wdiv tends to inﬁnity. Therefrom, let
w be a lifting of un in C and vn = un − w then vn belongs to W 1,p0 . Hence
(un) =
(∥∥∥∥∥
∣∣∣∣Kp
∣∣∣∣
1/p
ε(vn + w)
∥∥∥∥∥
Lp
)p
−
∫

f (vn + w),
so
(un)c||vn| − |w||p − ‖f ‖Lp∗ ‖vn‖Lp ,
then
|vn|Lp((un) + CP‖f ‖Lp∗ |vn|Lp)1/p,
where CP is the Poincare’s constant. Knowing that the W 1,p0 is equivalent to the semi-norm | · |Lp , hence, if ‖un‖Wdiv
tends to inﬁnity then (un) has to do too, otherwise it is impossible due to the last inequality.
Thus, there exists a unique u in C such that
(u) = min
v∈C
(v).
Which ends the proof. 
We state now the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.4. Assume that the geometry of the domain is known. Then the problem (1)–(3) has at least one solution
(u, ) inWdiv() × H 1().
The proof is based on the Schauder ﬁxed point theorem (see [20]) and it is similar to the one given in a general case
when the geometry of the domain is known (see [8]).
3. Free boundary problem
We can now stand the free boundary problem which consists of looking for a domainwith boundary =¯d∪¯s∪¯L
such that
u · n = ( · n) · n = 0 on L.
The hereafter lemma is crucial. It allows us to simplify the equations of the free boundary problem.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that u · n = 0 on L and since u = ud on d ∪ s then
n = ( · n) · n = 0 on L.
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Proof. We have for all v in the convex subset C∫

|ε(u)|p−2ε(u) : ε(v − u) − f (v − u)0.
By Green’s formula we get for all v in C
−
∫

div()(v − u) − f (v − u) +
∫

( · n, v − u)0.
Since the friction ( · n) ·  is zero we get for all v in C∫

n(v − u) · n = 0,
but v − u = 0 on d ∪ s , then
∀v ∈ C;
∫
L
n(v − u) · n = 0.
As u · n = 0 on L and div(v − u) = 0, hence for all v in C∫
L
(v − u) · n =
∫
L
v · n = 0,
also ∫
L
nv · n = 0.
This means that ( · n) · n belongs to the topological dual of the set-functions with zero mean value on L. Then there
exists a constant c such that
( · n) · n = ([K|ε(u)|p−2ε(u) + PI ] · n) · n = c.
Knowing that the pressure P is deﬁned in Lp′ , to within a constant, one may choose P = P ′ + c where P ′ is in Lp′ .
Thus
n = 0,
which achieves the proof. 
Remark 3.1. Thanks to the last lemma, we can omit the second condition on the Cauchy stress tensor on the free
boundary.
In a general setting, an identiﬁcation problem can be considered as an inverse problem.
3.1. Inverse problem
The inverse problem consists of looking for the geometry of a domain  with boundary = ¯d ∪ ¯b ∪ ¯L such that
u · n = 0 on L.
Our point of view is to treat the inverse problem as a shape control of a cost functional formulated on the free boundary
and governed by the Norton–Hoff state.
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3.2. Cost functional
The cost functional is given via a mapping F fromWdiv() to R.
J () = F(u) =
∫
L
|u · n|p. (7)
That mapping is well-deﬁned since u lies in W 1,p with 1 <p< 2 and so the integral has sense. Then the free boundary
L will be the set of points where u · n vanishes.
Since Norton–Hoff is not regular enough and non-linear which involves many technical difﬁculties, then we are not
able to differentiate the state with respect to the domain. The main idea here is to avoid differentiating the cost functional
via a differentiation of the state. That is why we establish a combination between the min–max differentiation and a
parameter penalization. In fact, Norton–Hoff equation is non-linear but it is variational so we can penalize with the
so-called compliance functional which is the minimum of the associated energy. The heat equation is linear which
enables us to formulate it in a min–max where we use the heat equations as a constraint. Therefrom, we establish a
parameter penalized functional formulated in an inﬁmum.
3.3. Penalized functional
Let us consider the set of admissible viscosities
A=A() = {k ∈ H 1(); k 12 }.
For  in ]0, 1[, we introduce the following penalization of the functional J ():
J () = inf
(v,k)∈Wdiv×A
F,(v, k),
with
F,(v, k) = inf
	∈Q
sup

∈Q
L(	,
),
where
L(	,
) = j (	) + H(	,
),
j (	) =
∫
L
|v.n|p + 1

[(v, k) − eK()] + 1‖k − A(	)‖
2
H 1 ,
H(	,
) =
∫

∇	∇
− k|ε(v)|
+
∫
d
	
−
∫
d
qi

and
A(	) = Kc exp( 
	+ 0 ), (v, k) =
∫

k
p
|ε(v)|p − f v,
eK() = min{(v, k), (v, k) ∈ C() ×A()}.
Remark 3.2. On the one hand, the penalization in the function j will oblige the mapping  to reach its minimum eK
and the real k to recover the Arrhenius low coefﬁcient A(	) associated to the temperature 	. On the other hand, via the
inf–sup formulation the map H has to vanish which requires the couple (	,
) to reach the corresponding saddle-point
associated with the heat equation. These reasons explain the choice of the penalized functional.
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3.4. Existence of minima
Lemma 3.2. The functional L has saddle-points, (see [5,7]). Then
F,(v, k) = min
	∈Q
max

∈Q
L(	,
).
Lemma 3.3. The functionalF, has a minimum inWdiv ×A.
Proof. Let (vn, kn) be a minimizing sequence of the functionalF, then
∀(v, k) ∈Wdiv ×A;F(vn, kn)F(v, k),
hence
F(vn, kn)F(u,A()),
we get
F(vn, kn)
∫
L
|u · n|p,
therefore∫
L
|vn · n|p + 1

[(vn, kn) − eK()] +
1

‖kn − A()‖2W 1,2
∫
L
|u · n|p, (8)
accordingly, there exists c > 0 such that
‖vn‖Wdivc.
Therefrom one can extract a subsequence denoted also vn which converges weakly towards v∗ inWdiv. Then |ε(vn)|p
converges strongly towards |ε(v∗)|p in L1(). Further, there exists a constant c0 such that
‖kn‖H 1c,
then we can extract a subsequence denoted also kn which converges weakly towards k∗ in A. Since the embedding
of H 1 in Lp is compact, then kn converges strongly towards k∗ in Lp and consequently it converges in L∞ (see [4]).
Whence
kn|ε(vn)|p → k∗|ε(v∗)|p, n ↑ ∞ strongly in L1().
With the fact that the functionals j (	) and H are weakly l.s.c. onWdiv ×A we get
F(v∗, k∗) lim inf
n↑∞F(vn, kn).
Thus, the existence of the minimum is supplied. Which provides the proof. 
Let (u,K

) denotes the family of minimizers:
J () =F(u,K).
Lemma 3.4. Let n = (vn, kn) be the solution of the heat system with right-hand side kn|ε(vn)|. The above result
provides that n converges weakly towards (v∗, k∗) = ∗ in the Sobolev space H 1.
Let  be the family of solutions of the heat system (4) with right-hand side K|ε(u))|.
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3.5. Convergence of the penalized functional
Theorem 3.1. If  tends to zero then we get
J () −→ J (),
and
sup ‖(u,K) − (u,K)‖Wdiv()×A() → 0.
Proof. Letn be a sequence in ]0, 1[which tends to zero. Any sequence (un ,Kn )n∈N, where (un ,Kn ) is a minimizer
ofF,, converges weakly (up to passing to a subsequence as before) to (u∗, k∗) inWdiv ×A.
Since the embedding of H 1 in Lp is compact then Kn converges strongly towards k
∗ in L∞. This yields that
(un ,K
n
 ) converges towards (u
∗, k∗) in H 1 then A((un ,K
n
 )) converges to A((u
∗, k∗)) a.e. in .
SinceF,n(u
n
 ,K
n
 )F,n(u,K), we have
J n()J () for all n,
and so
‖Kn − A((un ,Kn ))‖H 1nJ ().
Then by passing to the limit with respect to n via the lower semi-continuity property of the Sobolev space H 1, we get
k∗ = A((u∗, k∗)),
moreover
(u
n
 ,K
n
 )nJ () + eK().
By passing to the limit when n tends to inﬁnity, the lower semi-continuity of  onWdiv ×A leads
(u
∗, A((u∗, k∗)))eK().
Since eK() is the unique minimum of , then (u∗, k∗) = (u,K). Hence, the uniqueness of the heat solution
provides that (u∗, k∗) = .
From the weak lower semi-continuity ofF, we then get
J () lim inf
n→∞ J
n().
Therefrom we derive
J n() → J (); n ↓ 0.
Eq. (8) also proves that (un ,K
n
 ) tends to eK(). As we already know, this yields ‖un ‖Wdiv converges to
‖u‖Wdiv , and thus un converges towards u strongly inWdiv.
Which supplies the claim. 
We provide some crucial tools in order to study the shape sensitivity of the cost functional with respect to the free
boundary.
4. Abstract results
In order to differentiate the penalized cost functional we adopt the so-called velocity method (see [17]). It consists
of perturbing domains via a vector ﬁeld to which a ﬂow mapping can be associated.
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4.1. Velocity method
Let D be a bounded subset of RN with enough smooth boundary. We denote by Olip the set of all Lipschitz domains
in D. Let I be a closed interval of R+ which contains 0. Let r be a non-negative integer. The purpose of the speed
method is to provide one-parameter deformations of a domain in order to formulate continuity and differentiability
properties in a “computable way”. This method allows arbitrary large deformation of the domain. We brieﬂy recollect
some results about this method which will be used throughout this work. We refer to [17] for the proofs and further
details.
We choose the speed-ﬁeld in the space
Vr = {V ∈ C0(I, Cr(D,RN));V · nD = 0 on D},
where nD denotes the out unit normal of D. This space is endowed with the uniform convergence topology. Thus it
is a Banach space when I is bounded.
The following proposition yields from O.D.E. theory. It allows us to derive a one-parameter deformation of domains
from a given vector ﬁeld V .
Proposition 4.1. Each V inVr has a unique ﬂow mapping T (V ) in C1(I, Cr(D,RN)). The image Ts of any s in I:
(i) maps D onto D,
(ii) has an inverse T −1s and T −1 : s → T −1s belongs toVr (I ),
(iii) the application T is solution of the system{
sT (s) = Vs ◦ Ts,
T0 = IdD.
Moreover, ﬂows have the semi-group property:
∀V ∈Vr (I ), ∀s, t ∈ I, s + t ∈ I ; T0(Vs+t ) = Tt (Vs).
For any domain  in D, we can consider the family
s(V ) = Ts(V )(0), 0(V ) = .
When O is a subset of Olip, we deﬁne a shape functional on O as a mapping : O→ RN . The family O has to be stable
under the ﬂow transformations i.e.,
∀V ∈Vr (I ),∀s ∈ I, Ts(V )(O) ⊂ O.
In order to give sense to the shape analysis, we brieﬂy revisit here.
Deﬁnition 4.1. We deﬁne
(a) A shape functional J is directionally-shape continuous at 0 in O (with respect toVr ) iff for any V inVr , the
mapping s → J (s(V )) is continuous at 0.
(b) A shape functional J is shape differentiable at s iff:
(i) For any V inVr the Eulerian derivative of J at 0 in direction V
dJ (0;V ) = lim
s→0
J (s(V )) − J (0)
s
exists.
(ii) The mapping V → dJ (0;V ) is linear and continuous fromVr to RN .
In the following, we exhibit an abstract result concerning a class of shape functionals formulated in a minimum. This
result allows us to establish the shape gradient of the penalized functional.
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4.2. Eulerian derivative of a class of shape functionals
We introduce the following assumption which is the crucial tool in order to supply the shape sensitivity of the class
of shape functionals given via a variational principle.
Assumption 1. Let D be the differential operator. There exists 0 in O and V inVr such that
(i) There exists s0 > 0 such that for any 0ss0, the mapping (v, k) → (DT −1s · v, k) ◦ Ts(V ) is an isomorphism
betweenWdiv(s) ×A(s) andWdiv(0) ×A(0).
(ii) For any 0ss0, Js (V ) is a weakly l.s.c. functional onWdiv(s) ×A(s).
(iii) For any (v, k) inWdiv(0) ×A(0); s → Js (V )((DT S · v, k) ◦ T −1s (V )) lies in C1([0, s0],R).
(iv) The mapping (s, v, k) → sJs (V )((DT s · v, k) ◦ T −1s (V )) is weakly l.s.c. on [0, s0] ×Wdiv(0) ×A(0) at
any point (0, v, k).
We can now establish the following result in vertu of the previous assumption.
Theorem 4.1. The shape functional J () = min(v,k) J(v, k), given by the expression (8) has an Eulerian derivative
at 0 in direction V . This Eulerian derivative is linear with respect to V (0) iff there exists a unique minimizer for J0 .
Proof. The vector ﬁeld V being ﬁxed, we omit its reference in the notations. By previous results the functional has a
minimum for any ss0. The minimum is reached on a subset Ws ofWdiv(s)×A(s). This set Ws may be transported
as follow:
Ws = {(DT s · v, k) ◦ T −1s ; (v, k) ∈ Ws} ⊂Wdiv(0) ×A(0).
For any (vs, ks) in Ws , (v0, k0) in W 0 , (v, k) inWdiv(0) ×A(0) and 0 <ss0, we have
J (s) − J (0)
s
= Js ((DT s · v
s, ks) ◦ T −1s ) − J0(v0, k0)
s
 Js ((DT s · v
0, k0) ◦ T −1s ) − J0(v0, k0)
s
.
Passing to the limit with the parameter s to zero, we come to
J (0;V ) = lim sup
s→0
J (s) − J (0)
s
sJs ((DT s · v0, k0) ◦ T −1s )|s=0 .
Since W 0 = W0, then
J (0;V ) inf
(v0,k0)
sJs ((DT s · v0, k0) ◦ T −1s )|s=0 . (9)
Besides, for any (vs, ks) in Ws , (v0, k0) in W 0 , (v, k) inWdiv(0) ×A(0) and 0 <ss0,
Js ((DT s · vs, ks) ◦ T −1s ) − Js (vs, ks)
s
 J (s) − J (0)
s
= Js ((DT s · v
s, ks) ◦ T −1s ) − J0(v0, k0)
s
.
Since the mapping s → Js ((DT s · vs, ks) ◦ T −1s ) belongs from C1([0, s0],R), for any s ∈ [0, s0], there exist some t
depending on s with |t |<s such that
Js ((DT s · vs, ks) ◦ T −1s ) − J0(v0, k0) = ssJTs(V )()((DT s · vs, ks) ◦ T −1s |s=t )
passing to the limit with s to zero we check
sJs ((DT s · v0, k0) ◦ T −1s )|s=0)J (0;V ) = lim inf
s→0
J (Ts(V )()) − J ()
s
.
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Thus, since W 0 = W0 then
sup
(v0,k0)
sJs ((DT s · v0, k0) ◦ T −1s )|s=0)J (0;V ). (10)
Finally, Eqs. (9) and (10) yield the existence of the Eulerian derivative of J at 0 in direction V . Its expression is given
by
dJ (0;V ) = inf
(v0,k0)
sJs ((DT s · v0, k0) ◦ T −1s (V ))|s=0 . 
5. Differentiability of the shape functionals
Recall that the considered mapping F given in (7) fullﬁls the hereafter assumption.
Assumption 2. We assume that for any 
(i) F is weakly continuous onWdiv().
(ii) There exist constants 0 and qp such that
∀v ∈Wdiv(), F(v) − ‖v‖qWdiv().
(iii) For any (0, V , v) ∈ O×Vr×Wdiv(), the mapping s → Fs (DT s ·v◦T −1s ) is differentiable in a neighborhood
of zero.
The ﬁrst hypothesis is brieﬂy stated and may be weakened.
5.1. Differentiability of the penalized functional
We come now to the shape sensitivity of the penalized functional. We point out that our study needs only to move the
free boundary L. For the following, we ﬁx 0 in O and a speed-ﬁeld V inVr . Let T belongs toTr such that Ts(V )
is the associated ﬂow mapping to V . We set for any s ∈ I
s = Ts(V )(), Ts(V )|d∪s = Id sL = Ts(V )(L).
The transported problem will naturally be deﬁned in transport sets. We denote by
Cs = C(s), Qs = Q(s), As =A(s).
Each of these sets inherits all the properties of C, Q andA.
5.1.1. Transported problem
The transport of the problem cannot be done without the transport of the right-hand side. A rather general way to
deal with is to consider that the data are a family {f} indexed by all the admissible domains  such that at least for
any , f belongs toW∗div(), the topological dual space ofWdiv(). In this section, for the sake of simplicity, we
make the following assumption, which is a very simple particular case.
Assumption 3. Let f be in Lp′(D,RN).
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Thus we are able to formulate the transported static problem which has at least one solution (us, s) in Cs × Qs
when the boundary is known.⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
s = K((x)s)|ε(us)|p−2ε(us) + PsI in s ,
−∇ · s = f in s ,
∇ · us = 0 in s ,
−∇ · (∇s) = K(s)|ε(us)| in s .
(11)
With the boundary conditions⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
us = ud on d ∪ s ,
ns · ∇s = 0 on sL,
s + ns · ∇s = −qi on d ,
(s · ns) · s = 0 on sL.
(12)
Remark 5.1. We recall here that our aim is to identify the free boundary L, that is why we only move it.
We have the following transport lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let v in the convex C, then
∇ · v = 0 iff div((DT s · v) ◦ T −1s ) = 0.
5.1.2. Shape gradient of the compliance
Proposition 5.1. The mapping: s −→ (s, v, k) is differentiable at zero for any (v, k) inWdiv ×A. The expression
of its derivative at u0 , the solution of Norton–Hoff model formulated in 0, is given as follow:
ss ((DT s · v, k) ◦ T −1s )|s=0 = −
∫
0
k|ε(v)|p−2ε(v) : s(DvDV 0 − D(DV 0 · v))
+
∫
0
(
k
p
|ε(v)|p − f v
)
divV 0 − (Df · V0, v) − fDV 0 · v. (13)
Proof. The transport Lemma 5.1 and a mere change of variable provide
s ((DT s · v, k) ◦ T −1s ) =
∫
s
k ◦ T −1s
p
|ε(DT s · v ◦ T −1s )|p − f (DT S · v ◦ T −1s )
=
∫

(
k
p
|s(DT −1s · D(DT s · v))|p − (f ◦ Ts)DT S · v
)
j (s), (14)
where, for any operator ; s() = 12 (+∗) and j (s) is the Jacobian of the transformation Ts .
Then the result is deduced from the fact that the mapping s −→ (DT s,DT −1S j (s)) is differentiable at zero. 
Proposition 5.2. The compliance functional e(s)= min{s (v, k); (v, k) ∈ Cs ×As} is shape differentiable where
the expression of the gradient se(0) = s((DT s · u0 ,K0) ◦ T −1s )|s=0 is given by the same expression (13).
Lemma 5.2. For all (v, k) inWdiv ×A, the mapping : s → s ((DT s · v, k) ◦ T −1s ) is weakly l.s.c. at (0, v, k).
5.1.3. Min–max differentiation
Proposition 5.3. Let y be the adjoint state of the heat equation. The mapping
s −→ inf
	s∈Qs
sup

s∈Qs
L(s,	s ,
s)
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is differentiable at zero. Its derivative is given by
sL((, y) ◦ T −1s )|s=0 = sj ( ◦ T −1s )|s=0 + sH((, y) ◦ T −1s )|s=0 ,
where (, y) is the associated saddle-point solution of the corresponding coupled state-adjoint problem.
Proof. The functional L(s,	s ,
s) can be given as follow:
L(s,	s ,
s) = j (s,	s) + H(s,	s ,
s).
Since the function j (s,	s) is quasi-convex with respect to 	s and H(s,	,
) is convex–concave with respect to
(	s ,
s) then the proof follow from [17]. 
Lemma 5.3. For any (	,
) in Q2, the mapping : s → inf	∈Qsup
∈QL(s,	 ◦ T −1s ,
 ◦ T −1s ) is weakly l.s.c. at
(0,	,
).
5.1.4. Shape gradient of the Arrhenius law
Proposition 5.4. The mapping s −→ ‖k ◦ T −1s −A(	 ◦ T −1s )‖2H 1(s ) is differentiable for all (k,	) inA×Q at zero.
Its derivative is given as follow:
s‖k ◦ T −1s − A(	 ◦ T −1s )‖2H 1(s )|s=0 =
∫

(|k − A(	)|2 + |∇(k − A(	))|2) div V0
− 2
∫

〈ε(V0)∇(k − A(	)),∇(k − A(	))〉. (15)
Lemma 5.4. For any (k,	) inA() × Q(), the mapping
I ×A() × Q() −→ R; (s, k,	) −→ ‖k ◦ T −1s − A(	 ◦ T −1s )‖2H 1(s )
is weakly l.s.c. at (0, k,	) (see [1]).
5.1.5. Differentiability of the penalized functional
Theorem 5.1. Under Assumption 1, the penalized cost functional J  is shape differentiable in Or with respect toVr .
Proof. The functional J  satisﬁes the assumptions of Theorem 4.1. Further, for any initial domain 0 in Ok and any
V inVk we have:
(i) For any s in I the functionalFs (V ), is weakly l.s.c. onWdiv(s).
(ii) From Propositions (5.1), (5.3), (5.4) and Assumption 1, there exists a neighborhood I ′ in I such that ∀(v, k) ∈
Wdiv ×A(0) the mapping : s →Fs (V ),((DT s · v, k) ◦ T −1s (V )) belongs from C1(I ′).
(iii) From Lemmas 5.2–5.4 and Assumption 1, the mapping : (s, v, k) → sFs (V ),((DT s · v, k) ◦ T −1s (V )) is
weakly l.s.c. on I ′ ×Wdiv(0) ×A(0).
We denote
S = {(v, k);F0,(v, k) = J (0)},
then the shape functional J  has an Eulerian derivative dJ (0;V ) at 0 in direction V inVr which is given by
dJ (0;V ) = min{sFs (V ),((DT s.v, k) ◦ T −1s )|s=0; (v, k) ∈ S}
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with
sFs (V ),((DT s · u,K) ◦ T −1s )|s=0 =
∫
L
|u0 · n|p div V0
− 1

∫
0
K|ε(u)|p−2ε(u) : s(DuDV 0 − D(DV 0 · u))
+ 1

∫
0
(
K
p
|ε(u)|p − f u
)
div V0 − (Df · V0, u) − fDV 0 · u
+ 1

∫
0
K0 |ε(u0)|p−2ε(u0) : s(Du0DV 0 − D(DV 0.u0))
− 1

∫
0
(
K0
p
|ε(u0)|p−f u0
)
div V0−(Df ·V0, u0)−fDV 0·u0
− 2
∫
0
(ε(V0) · ∇,∇y) − (∇∇y − K|ε(u)|py) div V0
+
∫
0
pK|ε(u)|p−2ε(u) : s(DuDV 0 − D(DV 0 · u))y
+ 1

∫
0
(|K − A()|2 + |∇(K − A())|2) div V0
− 2

∫
0
〈ε(V0)∇(K − A()),∇(K − A())〉. (16)
This Eulerian derivative is linear and continuous with respect to V0. Thus J  is shape differentiable at 0 with respect
toVr : there exists a distribution ∇J  such that for any domain 0 and for any V inVr we have
∀t ∈ R, dJ (t (V ), V (t)) = 〈∇J (t (V )), V (t)〉. 
Remark 5.2. We shall notice here that we are not able to get a boundary expression in the penalized shape gradient
because of the less-regularity of Norton–Hoff state. But, by the abstract result we know that the whole of the penalized
shape gradient can be given as a boundary one. And we are not able to compute explicitly the limit of the provided
shape gradient when the penalization parameter goes to zero. In fact, by using the so-called “extractor method” we
prove some hidden regularity on the ﬂow under a questionable density property. In that context we would be able to get
the limit with respect to the penalization parameter in order to recover the boundary expression for the shape gradient.
We provide the shape gradient of the cost functional in a weak sense.
5.2. Weak Eulerian derivative of the state dependent functional
We have the following weak differentiability result.
Theorem 5.2. For any0 inOr andV inVr , the mapping s −→ J (s(V )) has a weak Eulerian derivative J (0, V )
in the topological dual spaceH′ ofH= { ∈ H 1([0, ]);() = 0}.
Proof. For any 0 < < 1 and any 0s, we have J (s) − J (0) =
∫ s
0 dJ
(t ;Vt )dt .
Hence for any  in L2([0, ]),
∫ 
0
(s)[J (s) − J (0)]ds =
∫ 
0
(s)(
∫ s
0
dJ (t ;Vt )dt) ds
=
∫ 
0
dJ (t ;Vt )(
∫ 
t
(s).ds) dt . (17)
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Since the element of H 1([0, ]) are absolutely continuous then the spaceH can be rewritten as
H=
{

(t) =
∫ 
t
(s)ds;  ∈ L2(0, )
}
.
Hence for any 
 inH,
−
∫ 
0
(J (s) − J (0))
′(s) ds =
∫ 
0
dJ (s;Vs)
(s) ds.
With Theorem 3.1 and the shape continuity of J. Lebesgue’s theorem provides
lim
→0
∫ 
0
(s)(J (s) − J (0)) ds =
∫ 
0
(s)(J (s) − J (0)) ds.
Further uniform boundedness principle provides the existence of a linear operator J inH′ such that
∀
 ∈H,
∫ 
0
J (s)
(s) ds = lim
→0
∫ 
0
dJ (s;Vs)
(s) ds.
We deduce
−
∫ 
0
(J (s) − J (0))
′(s) ds =
∫ 
0
J (s)
(s) ds.
Thus the proof is provided. 
6. Conclusion
We have investigated a free boundary identiﬁcation problem in a steady ﬂow of a viscoplastic ﬂuid. We have
established an identiﬁcation model based on the sensitivity analysis of a cost functional formulated on the free boundary
and governed by the state, by providing the associated shape gradient. In spite of the less regularity and the strong
non-linearity of the Norton–Hoff model, we have succeeded in differentiating the corresponding equations with respect
to the shape. An eventual extension of this work will be the numerical analysis of our strategy.
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